A COMMUNITY DRIVEN APPROACH
... for the other 99.99%
The first truly inclusive scalable regulated financial
exchange solution
designed to power the global financial metaverse of
tomorrow.

1. Introduction
Yesterday’s global economy was 100% rooted in the physical world. Since the advent of the
internet, this physical economy is being overtaken in value and significance by a digital world
that is growing exponentially faster. The emergence of digital currencies is the necessary
evolution of money needed to sustain this meteoric digital growth.
Today, both economies (physical and digital) employ antiquated foreign exchange
mechanisms that determine the price at which currencies are exchanged. In the physical
world, large banks determine and dictate the prices by which the rest of us can exchange
currencies. These prices are void of the natural “price discovery” process and are thus unfair,
only serving to guarantee a profit for the bank. In the digital space, privately owned crypto
exchanges levy fees against “makers” and “takers” that have agreed to trade at a “price
discovered” price. After fees are applied, neither party has remotely ended up trading at said
agreed-upon price. Both systems are designed by their makers to distort the competitive
price discover process at a great cost to the customer. In establishing “fair value”, these
existing mechanisms are neither fair nor add value to the process.
When we look to the future, the next chapter of exponential growth in the digital economy will
be about Web3, the metaverse and NFTs. The underlying principle of tomorrow’s digital
economy is about individuality and rewarding contributors directly, in proportion to the content
and value they bring to any ecosystem.

When there is a will...
Today’s price discovery process on crypto exchanges is essentially owned and taxed by a few
self-serving individuals and resembles the same traditional banking and finance system that
they claim to replace. These exchanges are also mired with reliability and up-time issues,
causing repeated outages whenever price volatility occurs. The technology powering these
exchanges has proven ill-equipped to meet the increased throughput and capacity
requirements of tomorrow, let alone in today’s marketplace.
Our will is driven by the need for a radical, systemic change.

There is a way…
We believe that a better way is to create an inclusive community-driven exchange that is
aligned in its principles with the same principles being afforded in tomorrow’s Web3. We
envision an exchange that rewards, not charges, participation and liquidity by enabling and
encouraging a fair price discovery mechanism that is derived from us, the 99.99%.
The Aquarius matching engine technology is capable of delivering this exchange. The
technology is the fastest known matching engine capable of a throughput of over 100 million
transactions per second whilst sustaining millions of concurrent connected users
simultaneously. The Aquarius solution scales to meet and exceed the global annual $24.4
quadrillion foreign exchange footprint and in doing so, can achieve unprecedented economies
of scale (savings) for all users. Our technology further addresses reliability issues as it is
designed to run 24/7/365 with an up-time of 99.99%.
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2. Our Vision
The Aquarius vision is to deliver and continuously expand an inclusive competitive global
trading community that will not only eliminate the charge on exchanging currencies but will
instead reward this process. By serving the global trading community in this way, we believe
that this community will ultimately drive down all currency spreads nearing a currency
singularity. As a bi-product, it will financially improve the lives of billions of the world’s poorest
people by removing the multitude of costs on income sourced through foreign remittances as
well as agricultural products priced and valued in dollars.

3. Aquarius Exchange
The Aquarius Exchange is a fully regulated exchange for Fiat and Crypto pairs and will be run
as a competitive global price discovery utility, in that our sole purpose as an exchange will be
to serve the price discovery process. The Exchange will charge a nominal monthly
membership fee. All monies received through this membership will be used to maintain the
global Aquarius financial ecosystem and residual amounts will be allocated to further expand
this ecosystem in all directions and reward members accordingly.1

4. Aquarius Token (AQEX)
4.1 Introduction
The AQEX token is an ERC-20 token2 and the vehicle that drives the Aquarius community and
not only helps us to fulfill our mission statement today, but will also serve to align our vision to
deliver a better tomorrow.3 The AQEX token serves our community in five ways as a/an:
a) Payment token used to pay monthly memberships that will keep the exchange
running;
b) Proportional reward to those serving the community through the price discovery
process (traded volume);
c) Means of providing a stable “on-ramp” for individuals that reside in countries with
illiquid and/or volatile fiat currencies;
d) Inclusive governance proxy that will determine how monies will be allocated from
the charity wallet; and
e) Reward to holders who have supported our vision through direct investment in our
token as well as those who have earned them through traded liquidity.

1

AFT Labuan Limited received its Money Broker Company license number MB/22/0093, dated 28/04/2022, as
defined under Section 86 of the Labuan Financial Services and Securities Act 2010 (LFSSA).
2
The AQEX Token has been subject to a comprehensive smart contract audit by QuillHash Technologies.
3
AFT Labuan Limited has received its Credit Token Business license number CT/22/0017, dated 16/06/2022, as
defined under Section 86 of the LFSSA.
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4.2 Token Allocation
The maximum supply of tokens will be 500 million and allocated as follows:
Pre-sale

$ 0.10 discounted price for 1 month, vests
January 1, 2023

Membership

Sale on exchange, Volume rewards, Bonus
rewards, Charity, Burn

Metaverse
Unminted

Referrals, Bug Bounty, Partnership
Total

5%

25,000,000

10%

50,000,000

10%
75%
100%

50,000,000
375,000,000
500,000,000

4.3 The AQEX Token as a Payment Vehicle
Monthly membership fees are discounted by 50% when paying with the AQEX token and
membership prices may vary from region to region to reflect geo-economic circumstances.
The AQEX token will be initially offered at the pre-sale price of $.10 per token for one month
and then $.25 per token and/or its equivalence in the regional currency thereafter. The use of
the AQEX token serves our community optimally by reducing the amount of fiat interaction
required. The AQEX tokens collected through payment will be recycled back into the
ecosystem and reduced by small percentages that will be destroyed (burned), rewarded to
token holders and traders on the Aquarius Exchange, and allocated to the charity wallet.

4.4 Rewarding Liquidity / Price Discovery with the AQEX Token
Price makers and takers are equally important in achieving our communal interests of price
discovery. Enabling and rewarding the price discovery process is paramount to achieving our
collective communal goals. Traded volume is a historical reference of a process having been
achieved and is also the fairest metric in rewarding liquidity. The Membership Rewards Pool
will initially be allocated 60% of the recycled payments and will be awarded in tokens back to
all members for traded volume pro-rata. An additional 2 Bonus Pools will be allocated 18%
each (of the recycled payments) and are categorized by either web or API connectivity.
Participation in these Bonus Pools is open to all members that hold a pre-defined value of
AQEX Tokens. Our vision is that the largest contributors to our ecosystem will earn rewards
far in excess of their membership fee. Refer to Example to follow.

4.5 The AQEX Token as a Stable On-Ramp Vehicle
In order for our community to be 100% inclusive, we will need to ensure that people who reside
in countries with extremely volatile domestic currencies are able to equally benefit. A set
amount of the AQEX token will be set aside for on-boarding them at a fair and stable price.

4.6 The AQEX Token Charity Wallet
The AQEX token charity wallet will be supplied automatically at a rate of 2% of a portion of the
proceeds from membership payments. Every allocated AQEX token will ultimately represent
a proportional governance vote in determining how the money collected will be allocated to
future projects that specifically promote fair and free trade.
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4.7 Metaverse Rewards
The Metaverse pool will be allocated 10% of tokens for additional rewards. A referral
reward of 25 tokens is provided for each successful referral, once the referred user has
paid one-month Membership fee. A bug bounty award is given for each successful bug
identification. Additional partnership rewards will be distributed on a discretionary basis.

4.8 The AQEX Token as a Valued Currency to Aide Us in Achieving Our
Vision
The AQEX token supply will be allocated to a burn wallet at a rate of 2% of a portion of
proceeds from memberships. Additional discretionary purchases and burns of the AQEX
token will occur, subject to monies available over and above existing expenses, to maintain
the Aquarius exchange as well as to finance our ability to expand4 and enhance the trading
community to meet the objectives of our vision.

5. The Aquarius Team
Team Background
We are traders and technologists that have been active in the traditional financial marketplace
with a combined experience of over 250 years. We have a proven track record of building and
optimizing networks and trading platforms for over 25 years.

Strategic Partner CQG
Aquarius has entered into a strategic partnership with CQG, arguably the world’s leading
provider of high-performance UX technology solutions for all trading user types. Their
investment in our technology has supported additional infrastructure development and further
validates our vision and mission.4

6. Product Information
The Aquarius Exchange will provide a desktop trading interface, native mobile app (IOS and
Android), FIX, real time streaming web socket, and REST API connectivity. It will initially list
over a 100 currency pairs but will aggressively add trading pairs to reflect regional needs
and/or trading community interest. Aquarius is regulated for spot and margin trading and is
awaiting regulatory approval for the following products:
●
●
●

Futures
Options
DeFi products

4

AFT Labuan utilizes Fireblocks as its crypto currency custody provider and Incore Bank as its fiat currency
custody provider.
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7. Business Roadmap

8. AQEX Token Award Example
Different Membership Tier Plans can be joined depending number of AQEX tokens held and
method of connectivity. The benefits of tiered memberships include participation in the Bonus
Volume rewards.
A 50% Membership discount applies to all token holders when paying with AQEX token.
Table 1
Tiers

Tier 1
Tier 2
Tier 3
Tier 4

Web connectivity
token hold

API Connectivity
token hold

Bonus Rewards and Weight

0
> 5,000 USD
> 10,000 USD
> 20,000 USD

0
> 50,000 USD
> 100,000 USD
> 200,000 USD

Volume rewards
Volume rewards + Bonus * 1
Volume rewards + Bonus * 2
Volume rewards + Bonus * 3

Rewards pool
The number of AQEX tokens available for reward based upon percentage of monthly
Memberships for this example is 1,000:





600 to Membership rewards (60%),
360 to Bonus rewards (36%),
20 to charity wallet (2%) and,
20 to burn wallet (2%).

Volume and Bonus Rewards Table



Volume rewards are calculated based upon the % share of monthly volume traded
multiplied by Volume tokens available (600).
Bonus API and Web rewards are calculated per the weighting in table 3 (below),
multiplied by the Bonus tokens available (360).
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Table 2

Trader

Bonus Tier

Connectivity

Volume
traded
(USD)

%
Volume
share

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Totals

Tier 1
Tier 2
Tier 1
Tier 1
Tier 3
Tier 1
Tier 4
Tier 2
Tier 3
Tier 4

Web
Web
Web
Web
API
Web
API
API
Web
Web

1,000
2,000
4,500
1,000
2,000
4,500
1,000
2,000
4,500
10,000
32,500

3%
6%
14%
3%
6%
14%
3%
6%
14%
31%
100%

Member
ship
Token
Volume
Rewards
(60%)
18
37
83
18
37
83
18
37
83
185
600

Token
Bonus
Web
Reward
(18%)

Token
Bonus
API
Reward
(18%)

8
80
60
40
40
132
180

180

Token holders falling into Membership Tiers 2, 3 and 4 earn Bonus web and API rewards.
Note that Traders 5, 7 and 8 connect via API and have combined volume traded of $5,000;
Traders 2, 9 and 10 connect via Web with combined volume traded of $16,500.
The proportionate share of volume traded determines their share for the Bonus reward with
weighting factors 1, 2 or 3 for each level.
The combined weights are then used to determine the number of tokens awarded each
trader.
Table 3

Trader

Bonus Tier

Connectivity

% Volume
Share

Weight

Combined
Weight

API
API
API

Volume
Traded
(USD)
2,000
1,000
1,000

5
7
8

Tier 2
Tier 3
Tier 4

40%
40%
20%

1
2
3

22%
44%
33%

2
9
10

Tier 2
Tier 3
Tier 4

Web
Web
Web

2,000
4,500
10,000

12%
27%
61%

1
2
3

5%
22%
73%
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